
SKILLSCOMMONS ACCESSIBILITY 
CHECKPOINTS

METHODS FOR EVALUATING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF 
HTML FILES/DOCUMENTS

(NON-ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGIES)



Methodology
•Designed by

•CUDA and CSU-MERLOT
•In partnership with CAST

•Applied by
•The California State University on the 
California Open Online Library Project 
(www.cool4ed.org)

http://web.csulb.edu/centers/cuda/
https://www.merlot.org/merlot/index.htm
http://www.cast.org/
http://www.cool4ed.org/


Non-Assistive Technologies Evaluation
The “Non-Assistive Technologies (NAT) Evaluations” address readily 
available tools such as the keyboard and navigation typically found on our 
devices and are typically available to the general public



Accessibility Checkpoints
1. Accessibility 

Documentation
2. Text Access
3. Text Adjustment
4. Reading Layout
5. Reading Order
6. Structural 

Markup/Navigation
7. Tables

8. Hyperlinks
9. Color and Contrast
10. Language
11. Images
12. Multimedia
13. Flickering
14. STEM
15. Interactive Elements



Accessing HTML files/documents

STEPS:
1. Visit SkillsCommons site at www.skillscommons.org
2. Search for and download desired HTML files/documents



Accessing HTML files/documents

STEPS:
1. Visit SkillsCommons site at www.skillscommons.org



Accessing HTML files/documents

STEPS:
2. Search for and download desired HTML files/documents

Click on HTML file/document
to download.



Skills Commons Accessibility Checkpoints

All information obtained from the WORD document evaluation 
will be entered into the SkillsCommons Accessibility Checkpoints 
document:

Enter info 
such as the 
pages you 
evaluated 
here as well.

http://support.skillscommons.org/documentation/SkillsCommons-Accessibility-Checkpoints-Evaluation-Form.pdf


Pass, Fail, or N/A?
• Evaluate material based on the amount of material 

included in the checklist

• Example: Evaluate 10 links for flickering
7 / 10 links - PASS
6/10 links - FAIL

N/A cannot be used here!



• Ratings are on a scale of 1-10

Ratings

1 5 10
Fail Pass

• Failure to meet a checkpoint (Fail) should not be rated 
above a 7

• Meeting a checkpoint (Pass) should not be rated below a 7

7

|



Evaluating Accessibility of 
HTML file/documents 



HTML Evaluation Requirements
OS and Native Software
• Windows OS (XP or above)

Require Downloading
• Color Contrast Analyzer (Download)
• Google Chrome (Download)
• Care your eyes (Google Chrome extensions) (Download)
• Select and Speak (Google Chrome ext.) (Download)

http://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/
https://www.google.com/chrome/browser/desktop/index.html
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/care-your-eyes/fidmpnedniahpnkeomejhnepmbdamlhl?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/select-and-speak-text-to/gfjopfpjmkcfgjpogepmdjmcnihfpokn?hl=en


1. Accessibility Documentation
For the file/documents’ organizations, find the following:
☑ URL to formal Accessibility Policy
☑ URL to accessibility statements
☑ URL to Accessibility Evaluation Report



2. Text Access

☑ The text of the digital resource is available to assistive 
technology that allows the user to enable text-to-
speech (TTS) functionality 

STEPS:
1. Download “Select and Speak” 
2. Open the file/document with Google Chrome > Select 

text > Click on “Select and Speak” icon



2. Text Access
1. Download “Select and Speak” @ 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/select-and-speak-text-
to/gfjopfpjmkcfgjpogepmdjmcnihfpokn/related?hl=en

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/select-and-speak-text-to/gfjopfpjmkcfgjpogepmdjmcnihfpokn/related?hl=en


2. Text Access
2. Open the 

file/document with 
Google Chrome > 
Select text > Click on 
“Select and Speak” 
icon

Note: make sure your 
speaker is on!



2. Text Access
◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated

*** Sample 15% of the chapters ***

Ex. If the file/document has 20 chapters in total

20 chapters x .15 = 3 chapters

Note: round up to nearest whole number



3. Text Adjustment (Size)

☑ The text allows the user to adjust the font size

STEPS:
1. Open the file/document with Google Chrome
2. Click on Menu > Zoom “+” for increase, “-” for decrease



3. Text Adjustment (size)
1. Open the file/document with Google Chrome
2. Click on Menu > Zoom “+” for increase, “-” for decrease



3. Text Adjustment (size)
◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated

*** Sample 15% of the chapters***



3. Text Adjustment (Color)

☑ The text allows the user to adjust the font size

STEPS:
1. Download “Care your Eyes” 
2. Open the file/document with Google Chrome and click 

on the Care your eyes icon 
3. > Select Night Mode > See if the font/background color 

changes



3. Text Adjustment (color)
1. Download “Care your Eyes” @ 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/care-your-
eyes/fidmpnedniahpnkeomejhnepmbdamlhl?hl=en

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/care-your-eyes/fidmpnedniahpnkeomejhnepmbdamlhl?hl=en


3. Text Adjustment (color)
2. Open the file/document with Google Chrome and click on the 

Care your eyes icon > Select Night Mode > See if the 
font/background color changes



3. Text Adjustment (color)
Example: Accessible website for font/background



3. Text Adjustment (color)
◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated

*** Sample 15% of the chapters***



4. Reading Layout (Reflow)
☑ Text of the digital resource is compatible with assistive 

technology that allows the user to reflow the text by 
specifying the margins and line spacing

STEPS:
1. Open the file/document with Google Chrome
2. Click on Menu > Zoom “+” for increase, “-” for decrease
3. Check if the text reflows



4. Reading Layout (Page # match)
☑ If the digital resource is an electronic alternative to printed 

materials, the page numbers correspond to the printed 
material

***Compare pages with printed material (PDF if no hard copy)
***If printed material not available, mark N/A



4. Reading Layout (Page # match)

Do the page numbers correspond to the printed text?

STEPS:
1. Randomly select TEN pages from your online text from 

each third of the file/document (i.e., middle, beginning, 
and end)

2. Find corresponding pages in printed file/document or in 
PDF version

3. Determine if page numbers are the same in both 
versions



4. Reading Layout (Page # match)
Printed Book – Page 14

HTML Book – Page 44



5. Reading Order
☑ Reading order for digital resource content logically 

corresponds to the visual layout of the page when 
rendered by assistive technology 

**See Assistive Technologies PowerPoint**



6. Structural Markup / Navigation

☑ The text of the digital resource includes markup (e.g. 
tags or styles) that allows for navigation by key 
structural elements (chapters, headings, pages) using 
assistive technology 

**See Assistive Technologies PowerPoint**



7. Tables

☑ Data tables include markup (e.g. tags or styles) that 
identifies row and column headers in a manner that is 
compatible with assistive technology 

**See Assistive Technologies PowerPoint**



8. Hyperlinks
☑ Functionality: Links (e.g. website or email addresses) 

within the text of the digital resource are rendered as 
active hyperlinks in a manner that allows them to be 
detected and activated with assistive technology 

☑ Descriptive: The link is descriptive enough for the users to 
know where the link will take them. If the link appears as an 
URL = fail this sub category.

STEPS:
1. Navigate through webpages using TAB key
2. Use ENTER key to select page



8. Hyperlinks
◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated
◉ Check for functionality & descriptive of links 
*** Sample 20 hyperlinks***



9. Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)
☑ The visual presentation of text and images of text in the digital 

resource has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1 
STEPS:
1. Download Colour Contrast Analyzer Tool 
2. Open the document you want to evaluate
3. Open the application
4. Make sure you are in the Result --Luminosity mode.
5. Click the Foreground eye dropper tool, hover over and click the 

foreground color to select it.
6. Click the Background eye dropper tool, hover over and click the 

background color.
7. Check and compare the ratio to 4:5:1

http://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser


9. Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)
Colour Contrast Analyzer 
(CCA)
1. Download Colour 

Contrast Analyzer 
Tool 

2. Open the document 
you want to evaluate

3. Open the application

http://www.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser


9. Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)
4. Make sure you are in 

the Result --
Luminosity mode.

5. Click the Foreground eye 
dropper tool, hover over 
and click the foreground 
color to select it.



Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)
6. Click the Background eye 

dropper tool, hover over 
and click the background 
color.

7. Determine if the text is 
greater than 18 points (e.g. 
Header).

Small text: Check under “Text”
Large text (18+): Check under 
“Large text”



9. Color & Contrast (Contrast Ratio)

◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated

Contrast Ratio

*** Sample 15% of the chapters***



9. Color & Contrast (Color Redundancy)
◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated

*** Sample 15% of the pages ***



10. Language
☑ The text of the digital resource includes markup that declares the 

language of the content in a manner that is compatible with 
assistive technology

☑ If the digital resource includes passages in a foreign language, 
these passages include markup that declares the language in a 
manner that is compatible with assistive technology 



10. Language
STEPS:
1. Open the file/document you want to evaluate in your browser
2. Click on Browser Menu > more tools > view source
3. Press on Ctrl + F to search 
4. Type in lang=“ 
5. Look for lang=“language code” 

ex: lang=“en”



10. Language
1. Open the file/document you want to evaluate in your browser
2. Click on Browser Menu > more tools > view source



10. Language
4. Press on Ctrl + F to search 
5. Type in lang=“ 
6. Look for lang=“language code” 

ex: lang=“en”



11. Images
☑ Non-decorative images have alternative text that is compatible 

with assistive technology (or is rendered by an application such 
as a browser, media player, or reader that offers this 
functionality) 

☑ Decorative images are marked with null alternate text or contain 
markup that allows them to be ignored by assistive technology 

☑ Complex images, charts, and graphs have longer text 
descriptions that are compatible with assistive technology 



Non-decorative Images

<p><span class="image-wrapper 
inline-image">
<img alt="" src="https://ka-
perseus-
images.s3.amazonaws.com/d8ed101f92c
5347c9691bd1b8b71eafca12730c4.jpg" 
/>
<span class="image-caption">James 
Tissot, <em>London Visitors</em>, 
1874, oil on canvas, 160 x 114 cm 
(Toledo Art Museum)
</span></span>

• A description of the image 
should be found in the “ ”



11. Images
STEPS:
1. Open W3C in your browser 
2. Open the HTML file/document you want to evaluate in your browser
3. Copy the HTML file/document URL into the URL address box
4. Open the HTML file/document you want to evaluate in your browser
5. Copy the HTML file/document URL into the URL address box
6. Look for error messages related to images.

If there are no error messages, the page passes. 



11. Images
1. Open W3C in your browser 

https://validator.w3.org/#validate_by_uri

For complex images, 
check a minimum of 25 
images, if applicable.

https://validator.w3.org/#validate_by_uri


11. Images
2. Open the HTML file/docuemnt you want to evaluate in your browser
3. Copy the HTML file/document URL into the URL address box



11. Images
4. Click on Check
5. Look for error messages related to what you want to check for



11. Images
6. Look for error messages related to images.

If there are no error messages, the page passes. 

Ex: Any message that has “img” in it



Images

◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated
For Complex images:
Make sure the descriptions for the images are descriptive 
enough

◉ Rule of thumb: if the image cannot be described in one 
sentence, it’s complex!

◉ Dependent on intentions of text - if included in text, may be 
helpful to simply link them back

*** Sample 15% of the pages ***



12. Multimedia

☑ A synchronized text track (e.g., open or closed captions) is 
provided with all video content

☑ A transcript is provided with all audio content

STEPS:
1. Search webpages for multimedia content
2. Search for synchronized text tracks or transcripts 



12. Multimedia

☑ Audio/video content is delivered via a media player that is 
compatible with assistive technology

See 15. Interactive elements



12. Multimedia (Synchronized Text)
1. Find multimedia
2. Search for availability of a text track (e.g., CC)



12. Multimedia (Transcript)
1. Find multimedia
2. Search for availability of a transcript



12. Multimedia (Transcript)



12. Multimedia
◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated

*** Sample a minimum of three videos, if applicable***



13. Flickering
☑ Resources should not contain anything that flashes 

more than three times in any one-second period



14. STEM
STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math

☑ STEM content is marked up in a manner that is 
compatible with assistive technology 

**See Assistive Technologies PowerPoint**



14. STEM
☑ The resource conveys both the notation (presentation) 

and meaning (semantics) of the STEM content

STEPS:
1. Manually check that the following have a description 

that conveys notation and meaning
• Figures
• Graphs
• Tables



14. STEM
Manually check that all 
figures, graphs, and 
tables have a description 
that conveys notation and 
meaning



14. STEM

Labels, descriptions, or tags should be 
descriptive



14. STEM
◉ Amount of Material to Be Evaluated

For BOTH Markup and Notation, find:

10 figures
10 graphs
10 equations

(as applicable)



15. Interactive Elements
☑ Keyboard

Interactive elements allow for keyboard-only operation 
WITH and WITHOUT assistive tech

**Evaluate 15% of the chapters in the file/document with assistive technology and another 15% 
without assistive technology.



15. Interactive Elements
• Without assistive technology, use the TAB key to 

navigate the menu
• Items that are selected will have a box around the link 
• Use the ENTER key to select a link



15. Interactive Elements
• For navigation with assistive technologies..

**See Assistive Technologies PowerPoint**



15. Interactive Elements

☑ Markup
Each interactive element conveys information to 
assistive technology regarding the element’s
☑name
☑type
☑status

**See Assistive Technologies PowerPoint**



15. Interactive Elements

☑ Text prompts
The following are conveyed with assistive technology:
☑Instructions
☑Prompts
☑Error messages



This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
This workforce solution was created through a cooperative agreement between the U.S. Department of 
Labor's Employment and Training Administration and the California State University-Multimedia 
Educational Resource for Learning and Online Teaching (MERLOT).

Creative Commons Attribution License
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